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BACKGROUND: Programs to improve quality of care and
lower costs for the highest utilizers of health services are
proliferating, yet such programs have difficulty demon-
strating cost savings.
OBJECTIVE: In this study, we explore the degree to which
changes in Patient Activation Measure (PAM) levels pre-
dict health care costs among high-risk patients.
PARTICIPANTS:De-identified claims, demographic data,
and serial PAM scores were analyzed on 2155 patients
frommultiple medical groups engaged in an existing Cen-
ter for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation-funded inter-
vention over 3 years designed to activate and improve care
coordination for high-risk patients.
DESIGN: In this prospective cohort study, four levels of
PAM (from low to high) were used as the main predictor
variable. We fit mixed linear models for log10 of allowed
charges in follow-up periods in relation to change in PAM,
controlling for baseline PAM, baseline costs, age, sex, in-
come, and baseline risk score.
MAIN MEASURES: Total allowed charges were derived
from claims data for the cohort. PAM scores were
from a separate database managed by the local
practices.
KEY RESULTS: A single PAM level increase was associat-
ed with 8.3% lower follow-up costs (95% confidence inter-
val 2.5–13.2%).
CONCLUSIONS: These findings contribute to a grow-
ing evidence base that the change in PAM score
could serve as an early signal indicating the impact
of interventions designed for high-cost, high-needs
patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Restraining costs and improving quality of care have become
an urgent priority.1 Unfortunately, programs focusing on high-
risk high-cost populations have difficulty demonstrating cost
savings, making it hard for subsequent programs to learn from
their efforts. Randomized trials are challenging to conduct and
are often insufficiently powered to produce significant results.
Claims data are generally not available for 6 months or more
after service delivery and programs might serve patients in
multiple health insurance plans, making aggregating total cost
data difficult. Furthermore, complete claims data may not be
available for analysis, much less for a propensity-matched
control group, and a few high-cost outliers often skew the
results. Finally, pre-post studies may reflect regression to the
mean.2 Therefore, it would be advantageous to have an early
indicator or a proxy for changes in costs to allow an estimate
of the relative effectiveness of different interventions, even
when numbers are small and claims analysis unavailable or
delayed.
In this analysis, we explore whether changes in the Patient

Activation Measure (PAM) score could serve as a potential
proxy or an early indicator for changes in cost in a high-cost
US Medicare population. The PAM is a 13-item survey
assessing an individual’s knowledge, skill, and confidence
for self-management.3 A low score indicates that patients are
less likely to engage in effective self-management. The PAM
score is broken down to four levels. At level one, patients may
not understand the need to take an active role in their own
health. At level two, they may still lack confidence and skill to
take action. At PAM, level three patients are beginning to take
action. At level four, patients may have difficulty maintaining
positive health behaviors over time. The PAM survey is used
in clinical settings to better support patient self-management
and is easy to administer.4 Scores can be entered into a
database and tracked over time.
Research indicates that less activated patients are less

knowledgeable about their conditions, less adherent to treat-
ment regimens, less likely to communicate concerns to pro-
viders, and less likely to recognize serious symptoms or know
how to handle these symptoms when they arise.5–7 Prospec-
tive studies indicate that, after controlling for demographics
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and chronic illness status, less activated patients are more
likely to be hospitalized and to use the emergency room
(ED) than are higher activated patients.8, 9 These differences
have also been observed within a high-risk population.9

While there is significant evidence that PAM correlates with
costs, only some of the evidence is based on longitudinal data
and that evidence, mostly confined to a single health insurance
plan or institution, is not focused on high utilizers or tested in
an interventional context.8–11

We leverage an existing intervention specifically designed
to activate patients, the Intensive Outpatient Care Program, to
test the relationship between change in PAM and subsequent
costs. We focus on this high-cost patient cohort from multiple
primary care practices in different systems from across a wide
geographic region in the western USA.
The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation funded

Pacific Business Group on Health to implement and test
efficacy of an Intensive Outpatient Care Program (IOCP).
PBGH led 23 medical groups in California, Nevada, Arizona,
Idaho, and Washington in a pilot to manage medically com-
plex Medicare recipients at risk for high costs of care. Patients
were enrolled from January 1, 2014 to July 31, 2015. Each
patient was assigned a care coordinator, licensed or non-
licensed staff with specific training in motivational
interviewing, who was embedded in the primary care team
to develop relationships with patients and foster delivery of
highly individualized and accessible primary care. Less acti-
vated patients with lower PAM scores received more support.
Patients’ action plans were based on individual treatment goals
and tailored to their activation level, encouraging plans realis-
tic for success. As health outcomes and costs for this popula-
tion are determined to a significant degree by the patient’s
ability and willingness to self-manage,9 requiring knowledge,
skill, and confidence and reflected in their patient activation
scores, improving patients’ activation scores was identified as
an explicit intermediate outcome in the IOCP. The interven-
tional group experienced a 21% decrease in overall costs.12

We use data from patients in the IOCP intervention group and
assess the degree to which increases in activation scores are
predictive of decreases in overall costs of care in the immedi-
ate post intervention period.
We seek to provide added evidence and credibility for the

use of PAM as a proxy for future cost savings.
We hypothesize that when PAM level improves, costs will

go down, and that when PAM level declines, costs will
increase.

METHODS

This is a prospective cohort study. The cohort are all patients
from the IOCCP demonstration project. The IOCP recruited
Bhigh risk^ patients based on potential for incurring future
high health care costs. Most patients were recruited based on
their prospective risk [using Milliman’s Advanced Risk

Adjuster (MARA) score], plus the clinical judgment of their
provider of the likelihood of imminent adverse outcomes.
Other patients were recruited following emergency depart-
ment and acute care admissions. All patients were covered
by Medicare, either in managed care or in fee for service
arrangements.
To be included in this analysis, patients must have had a

PAM score performed at baseline and a follow-up score 4 to
12 months later, plus a complete claims history for 6 months
pre- and 6 months post enrollment. (For patients with more
than one PAM score between 4 and 12 months after baseline,
the one closest to 6 months was used.)
The PAM score was obtained at enrollment and approxi-

mately every 4–12 months. The PAM score was part of a
separate database managed by the local practices and aggre-
gated by the IOCP program. De-identified demographic data,
including average income based on zip code and total cost of
care based on allowed Medicare charges, were derived from
claims data for 6 months prior to the intervention and for the 6
or 12 months following enrollment (depending on length of
available claims follow-up). The cost of the IOCP program
itself was not included in the analysis. As part of the data de-
identification process, age was provided to the study team in
14 categories and income was provided in 31 categories.
Categories were converted to numeric values using the mid-
points of the intervals except for age < 65, age ≥ 90, and
income ≥ $100,000 for which we assigned values of 60, 92,
and $105,000 (only one patient in this category in our analytic
population).
PAM is scored on a 0–100 scale, which can be broken down

into four levels of activation (from low to high). We used the
four levels of PAM as our main predictor variable3 when
modeling follow-up allowed total charges. To assess change
in PAM, we used the difference between the follow-up PAM
level and the baseline PAM level, ranging from − 3 for a
decrease of 3 to + 3 for an increase of 3 PAM levels.
The patients with adequate PAM and allowed charges data

were compared to the other patients using Fisher’s exact test
for age and Wilcoxon rank sum tests for other baseline vari-
ables. We tested for differences in unadjusted observed costs
in the first 6 months of follow-up in different patient sub-
groups with Kruskal-Wallis tests.
For our primary analyses, we added the total allowed

charges for all claims in the time periods. We fit mixed linear
models for the base 10 logarithm (log10) of allowed charges in
the two follow-up periods that included a random effect for
individual (to account for correlation between the two periods)
and fixed effects for the following a priori set of predictors:
log10 of baseline allowed charges, sex, numeric versions of
income (estimated based on zip codes) and age, and the two
age indicators, log10 of the MARA risk score, the follow-up
period, the baseline PAM level, the change in PAM level
between the baseline PAM and the follow-up PAM, and an
interaction between follow-up period and the change in PAM
level. (The logarithmic transformations were used to account
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for the highly skewed nature of the cost andMARAvariables.)
(See Online Appendix A for calculation detail.)
The mixed linear models were fit by restricted maximum

likelihood with bootstrap p values and percentile bootstrap
confidence intervals calculated for model parameters using
1000 bootstrap replicates. To convert the models for log10 of
charges back to the scale of interest ($), we used a Bsmearing^
approach to account for the non-linearity of the transforma-
tions.13 (For each model estimate on the log scale, a set of
numbers was created by adding each of the residuals from the
model to the estimate. These were then transformed back to
the cost scale by calculating 10 to the power of each of those
numbers and the final estimate was the mean of those trans-
formed values.) When calculating estimates for a combination
of baseline PAM level and change in PAM level (for Table 3
and Fig. 1), we used only those patients with that combination
to account for the differences in other covariates by PAM
level.
All statistical analyses were done using R version 3.1.1.14

Mixed linear models were fit using R package lmerTest.15

RESULTS

There were 4617 patients with complete claims history
(6 months pre- and at least 6 months post enrollment). Of the
4617 patients in the study cohort, 2329 had fewer than 2 PAM
scores during the study period. Eighty-nine percent of patients

had at least an initial PAM assessment completed. Patients in
the program less than 6 months did not have follow-up assess-
ments done. One hundred twenty-three of those with 2 scores
did not have a score in the window from 4 to 12 months after
baseline, and 10 had a first PAM after June 30, 2014. This left
2155 patients with at least 2 PAM scores for analyses collected
at approximately 6-month intervals during the study period.
The median time to the second PAM was 6.3 months, inter-
quartile range 5.7–6.8 months.
The 2155 patient study cohort are on average 2 years youn-

ger and have higher income and lower risk score than the
larger population of participants without two PAM scores in
the specified time frame. (That is to say, eligible participants
were slightly more advantaged in terms of age, income, and
health status, as compared to non-participants. See Online
Appendix B.)
During the intervention, 35% of patients increased a full

PAM level or more.
Table 1 shows the bivariate relationship between baseline

study variables and costs in the first 6 months of follow-up.
Post intervention costs are significantly associated with base-
line costs, risk scores, and inversely related to PAM level.
Demographics are not significantly linked with post interven-
tion costs. Small numbers of patients had missing values for
sex, income, and MARA score and only complete case anal-
yses were used for linear models.
Table 2 shows the multivariate relationship between PAM

level change and total costs. After controlling for baseline

Fig. 1 Predicted costs based on baseline PAM level and post PAM level. Controlling for baseline costs, sex, age income, and baseline risk score.
Numerical values above each set of 4 bars are the weighted average of the values of those bars, weighted by the relative prevalence of the
combinations of baseline PAM, and follow-up PAM in the cohort. Estimates are highly correlated so the widths of the bootstrap confidence

intervals do not reflect relative differences.
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PAM, baseline costs, age, sex, income, and baseline risk score,
change in PAM level change is a significant independent
predictor of costs in the post intervention period with an
estimate of 8.3% lower costs (95% CI 2.5–13.2%) per one
increase in PAM level. (We included an interaction term to
allow for different effects in the first and second 6 months of
follow-up but that term was negligible and not statistically
significant.) Baseline PAM is also a significant predictor, with
an estimate of 6.3% lower costs (95% CI 1.7 to 10.7% lower)
per PAM level.
Cost differentials observed by PAM level change appear to

be largely a result of changes in emergency department use
and hospital admissions (analysis not shown).

Table 3 shows adjusted costs in the post period by PAM
level change. Costs are adjusted for age, sex, income, baseline
costs, and baseline risk score. When patients improve one
PAM level, it appears to reduce costs 8%, regardless of the
baseline PAM level. Among those who improved two PAM
levels, a 15% reduction in costs was observed. Declining PAM
levels yielded slightly greater impacts, with costs rising 9 and
18% for PAM level changes of 1 or 2 levels respectively.
Figure 1 provides another view into the relationship be-

tween PAM level changes and cost outcomes. We examined
total allowed charges for patients who became highly activated
or stayed highly activated versus those who stayed less acti-
vated or became less activated. For example, those at PAM

Table 1 Bivariate Relationship Between Total Follow-up Costs in the First 6 Months and Key Baseline Study Variables for the 2155 Analyzed
Patients

N Median IQR p value

Sex Male 878 $3249 ($1314, $8947) 0.10
Female 1269 $2842 ($1302, $7058)

Age Up to 70 355 $3368 ($1177, $9137) 0.77
71 to 80 609 $3027 ($1394, $7295)
81 to 89 604 $2861 ($1305, $7162)
90 and over 587 $2917 ($1241, $7552)

Income Under $30,000 425 $2917 ($1277, $7424) 0.27
$30K to $50K 840 $2748 ($1302, $7062)
$50K to $70K 539 $3279 ($1421, $8127)
$70K and over 286 $2863 ($1182, $7742)

Baseline 6-month costs Under $2500 567 $1441 ($639, $3404) < 0.001
$2.5K to $6K 486 $2799 ($1537, $5187)
$6K to $15K 483 $4045 ($1814, $9140)
$15K and over 619 $5346 ($2080, $17,880)

MARA Risk Score Under 1.5 455 $1614 ($537, $4492) < 0.001
1.5 to 3 643 $1839 ($909, $3381)
3 to 5 470 $3398 ($1810, $7333)
5 and over 542 $7468 ($3575, $22,764)

Baseline PAM level 1 552 $3410 ($1387, $9948) 0.050
2 403 $2888 ($1284, $7156)
3 842 $2978 ($1318, $7558)
4 358 $2711 ($1223, $5866)

Missing counts: Sex, 8; Income, 65; MARA score, 45. IQR is interquartile range (25th percentile, 75th percentile). The p values are from Kruskal-Wallis
tests

Table 2 PAM Level Change as a Predictor of Costs in the Post Intervention Period: A Linear Regression Model. Models are for total cost (not
restricted to hospital or ED)

Primary model

Estimate Std. error Multiplicative factor
(Bootstrap 95% CI)

Bootstrap p value

Intercept 2.897 0.190
Baseline PAM level − 0.027 0.014 0.94 (0.89, 0.98) 0.004
Change in PAM level − 0.038 0.016 0.92 (0.87, 0.98) 0.006
FU.period = months 7 to 12 − 0.175 0.022 0.67 (0.55, 0.70) < 0.001
Interaction (change in PAM level * FU.period = months 7 to 12) 0.003 0.021 1.01 (0.88, 1.11) 0.79
log10 of charges in 6 months before intervention 0.194 0.017 1.56 (1.47, 1.67) < 0.001
Male sex 0.017 0.024 1.04 (0.96, 1.13) 0.37
Approximate age − 0.005 0.002 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.002
Age < 65 − 0.010 0.066 0.98 (0.78, 1.23) 0.88
Age ≥ 90 0.055 0.040 1.13 (1.00, 1.28) 0.064
Approximate income (per $10,000) 0.003 0.006 1.01 (0.99, 1.03) 0.59
log10 of baseline MARA risk score 0.661 0.034 4.59 (4.10, 5.17) < 0.001

A linear model on a logarithmic scale becomes a multiplicative model on the untransformed values. The multiplicative factor is the factor by which
follow-up cost is estimated to be multiplied for either a 1 unit increase in a numeric predictor or for a yes value. Hence, e.g., follow-up cost is estimated
to be multiplied by 0.917, i.e., decreased by 8.3% for each increase in PAM level
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level 4 1-year later, regardless of baseline level, had cost
estimates between $9388 and $9786, a relatively narrow cost
band. Those who started at PAM level one and rose to level 4
had costs very similar to those who stayed at PAM level 4.
Those who ended up at PAM level 1, regardless of their
baseline PAM level, had costs 1 year after their baseline
PAM score between $12,068 and $12,847, also a relatively
narrow band. Using weighted average costs for each of the
groups weighted by the number of patients in the groups in our
cohort shows that there is a 33% differential in costs for those
who went to a high level of activation or stayed at a high
activation level compared to those who declined to the lowest
level of activation or stayed at the lowest level of activation.

DISCUSSION

We found an increase in activation level was associated with
subsequent costs decreases in a high-risk population. This
association persisted when controlling for common predictors
of costs including sex, age, income, and comorbidities. These
findings support the hypothesis that improved activation may
be a useful intermediate marker for programs designed to
control costs of care for high utilizers. The findings are similar
to those of another cohort study.16 In that study, those staying
at the lower levels of activation over a 2-year period had costs
that were 31% higher (compared to 33% higher in the current
study) than those remaining at the highest level of activation.
The current study findings go further and highlight that the
follow-up activation levels are predictive of outcome costs,
regardless of baseline PAM level.
These results contribute to a growing evidence base that the

PAM score is associated with health behaviors, clinical

outcomes, and the costs of care.9, 11, 17–19 It appears that
activation affects outcomes by operating through patient be-
haviors. For example, less activated patients, because of poor
self-management practices, are more likely to have avoidable
emergency department visits and hospital stays than are higher
activated patients.11 Regardless of MARA risk level, changes
in PAM scores over time have been shown to be linked with
cost changes in the expected direction.20 Targeted efforts, like
the one described here, have been shown to increase patient
activation.21, 22

Several aspects of the current study are novel. First, a
limited number of previous studies evaluated the longitudinal
relationship between activation and cost.8, 23, 24 The observed
longitudinal relationships of this studymake conclusionsmore
robust than previous cross-sectional observations. Second,
many previous studies were confined to single institutions,
while the current study included 23 different medical groups in
five states. Third, our work was conducted in the context of an
intervention, while many previous studies observed only nat-
ural relationships. Because the intervention improved PAM
scores, and improved PAM scores were associated with re-
duced costs, the potential role of PAM as an intermediate
outcome metric is supported.
There are limitations to these conclusions. Our analysis is

confined to a population residing in the USA, covered by
Medicare, and receiving the intervention. Yet, as the interven-
tion was intended to increase activation and was associated
with increased activation, it is reasonable to hypothesize the
association between the intervention, activation, and subse-
quent costs. We were only able to control for a small set of
clinical and demographic variables: unobserved confounding
variables could explain some of our findings. In addition, only
half the participants had a second PAM score, limiting the

Table 3 Adjusted Average Costs when PAM Level Changes

Translation of coefficients into adjusted average costs per patient Percent change in costs when
PAM level changes

PAM level baseline and changes
in the post intervention period

Adjusted costs when PAM
level remains the same from
pre to post intervention period

Adjusted costs when PAM
level changes from pre to
post intervention

Percent change in adjusted costs when
PAM level changes (as compared to
staying at the same level)

When PAM level goes up one level in post period
Baseline level 1 $12,068 $11,099 Costs down 8%
Baseline level 2 $11,332 $10,433 Costs down 8%
Baseline level 3 $10,641 $9786 Costs down 8%
When PAM goes up two levels at post
Baseline level 1 $12,068 $10,207 Costs down 15%
Baseline level 2 $11,332 $9585 Costs down 15%
When PAM goes up three levels at post
Baseline level 1 $12,068 $9388 Costs down 22%
When PAM goes down one level at post
Baseline level 2 $11,332 $12,322 Costs up 9%
Baseline level 3 $10,641 $11,571 Costs up 9%
Baseline level 4 $9992 $10,865 Costs up 9%
When PAM goes down two levels at post
Baseline level 3 $10,641 $12,582 Costs up 18%
Baseline level 4 $9992 $11,814 Costs up 18%
When PAM goes down three levels at post
Baseline level 4 $9992 $12,847 Costs up 29%

Costs are adjusted by baseline costs, sex, age, income, and baseline risk score
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analysis to only those with two scores, and potentially reduc-
ing the generalizability of the findings. Further testing with
different populations would help to assess the validity and
generalizability of the findings.
Regression to the mean is a common confounder in studies

assessing health care costs. When costs decline following an
intervention, it is difficult to determine whether those declines
are a result of the intervention or the regression to the mean in
costs that would have occurred regardless of the intervention.
In this analysis, however, we see that costs decline when PAM
levels increase, and they increase when PAM levels decline,
providing some evidence that regression to the mean does not
explain the results observed in this study.

CONCLUSIONS

The implications for clinical leaders and policymakers are
profound. Patient activation measures may provide an early
signal of success or failure for interventions designed to care
for the highest utilizers. These interventions have spread rap-
idly as financial incentives swing away from pure fee-for-
service reimbursement. Parsing out what program components
best activate patients can guide their development. In this
intervention, the patients’ care plans were tailored to their
level of activation, encouraging patient behaviors realistic for
them to be successful with. In addition, the amount of support
the patient received was PAM-tailored, providing more sup-
port to the less activated patients. Other studies have shown
tailoring coaching and care plans to the patient’s activation
level are effective in increasing activation.21, 22, 25

Patient behavior, which includes ability to effectively self-
manage, has been shown to be more important to outcomes
than the provision of medical care.26 Patient activation may
provide the link between those behaviors and interventions
designed to foster them. Moreover, as the evidence mounts
that activation predicts subsequent costs, the business case for
developing Bactivation^ programs builds.
The findings indicate that post intervention PAM level is

predictive of costs, regardless of the pre-intervention PAM
level, providing added support to using PAM as a proxy for
costs. Using PAM level change as a proxy for costs would allow
those testing delivery system innovations early feedback on the
impact of interventions, especially helpful where timely and
complete cost data is not available. Easier prediction of poten-
tial savings could facilitate projections of return on investment
for programs for which the cost of the intervention is known.
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